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A Redundancy-Based Iterative Approach
for Avoiding Joint Limits:
Application to Visual Servoing
François Chaumette and Éric Marchand
Abstract—We propose in this paper new redundancy-based so-
lutions to avoid robot joint limits of a manipulator. We use a con-
trol scheme based on the task function approach. We first recall
the classical gradient projection approach and we then present a
far more efficient method that relies on the iterative computation
of motion that does not affect the task achievement and ensures
the avoidance problem. We apply this new method in a visual ser-
voing application. We demonstrate the validity of the approach on
various real experiments as well as on the control of a virtual hu-
manoid.
Index Terms—Gradient projection approaches, iterative ap-
proach, joint limits avoidance, visual servoing.
I. INTRODUCTION
WITHIN a reactive context, planning a robot trajectory isnot always possible. If the control law computes a mo-
tion that exceeds the robot joint limits, the specified task will
not be achieved. Control laws taking into account the region of
space located in the vicinity of these joint limits have thus to be
considered.
In order to avoid joint limits, Chang and Dubey [2] have pro-
posed a method based on a weighted least norm solution for
a redundant robot. This method does not try to maximize the
distance of the joints from their limits but it dampens any mo-
tion in their direction. Thus, it avoids unnecessary self-motion
and oscillations. Another approach has been used by Nelson and
Khosla [3] and applied to visual servoing. It consists of mini-
mizing an objective function which realizes a compromise be-
tween the main task and the avoidance of joint limits. During
the execution of the task, the manipulator moves away from its
joint limits and singularities. However, such motions can pro-
duce important perturbations in the visual servoing since they
are generally not compatible with the specified task. Another
approach, known as Gradient Projection Method (e.g., [4], [5]),
uses robot redundancy and has been widely used to solve joint
limits problems. It relies on the evaluation of a cost function
seen as a performance criterion function of the joints position.
The gradient of this function, projected onto the null space of
the main task Jacobian, is used to produce the motion neces-
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sary to minimize the specified cost function as far as possible.
The main advantage of this method wrt. [2], [3] is that, thanks
to the choice of adequate projection operator, the joint limits
avoidance process has no effect on the main task: avoidance is
performed under the constraint that the main task is realized.
In this paper, we first recall how the gradient projection ap-
proach can be used to avoid joint limits [5], [6]. Unfortunately,
it appears that the success of this method relies on a parameter
(the amplitude of the secondary task wrt. the main task) that
has to be precisely tuned in order to ensure the joint avoidance
process. We show that, if badly chosen, the task may fail. We
therefore propose an original and far more efficient solution to
the joint limits avoidance problem. It consists in generating au-
tomatically robot motions compatible with the main task by it-
eratively solving a system of linear equations. The advantage of
this method is that it ensures to stop any motion that moves the
robot in the neighborhood of its joint limits.
To validate our approach, we apply the proposed method to
a visual servoing problem. Visual servoing [7]–[9] is a closed
loop reacting to image data. As in the general case, if the con-
trol law computes a motion that exceeds a joint limit, visual ser-
voing fails. This specific problem has been already considered
in the literature [3], [6]. In a previous paper [6], we considered
an extension of the Gradient Projection Method. In this paper,
we apply the proposed framework to vision-based positioning
and tracking tasks.
Section II of this paper recalls the approach proposed in [6] to
avoid joint limits. In Section III we present the original iterative
method. In Section IV we quickly present the visual servoing
framework and we give, in Section V, experimental results ob-
tained using both an eye-in-hand system composed of a camera
mounted on the end-effector of a six d.o.f. robot, and using a
virtual humanoid.
II. AVOIDING JOINT LIMITS USING TASK FUNCTION APPROACH
In this section we present the classical gradient projection
approach usually considered to constrain the robot motion and,
in particular, its application to the joint limits avoidance.
A. Gradient Projection Approaches
A robotic task can be seen as the regulation to zero of a task
function [5] defined by
(1)
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where
• is the main task to be achieved that induces indepen-
dent constraints on the robot joints (with ).
• is a secondary task.
• and are two projection operators which guarantee
that the robot motion due to the secondary task is com-
patible with the constraints involved by . More pre-
cisely, is the full rank Jacobian
matrix of task . is the pseudo-inverse of and
is defined by . Each column of
belongs to , which means that the realization of
the secondary task will have no effect on the main task
. However, if modeling errors are in-
troduced in and is used in the definition of the task
function, no more exactly belongs to
, which may induce perturbations on due to the
secondary task. In practice, experimental results show that
this is not an important problem. Let us finally note that, if
constrains all the degrees of freedom of the manipu-
lator (i.e., ), we have . It is thus impossible
in that case to consider any secondary task.
• is a scalar which sets the amplitude of the control law
due to the secondary task. Tuning this scalar has proved to
be a non trivial issue. We will see latter on how to consider
this problem efficiently.
To make decrease exponentially and then behave like a first
order decoupled system, we get:
(2)
where
joint velocity given as input to the robot controller;
proportional coefficient involved in the exponential
decrease of ;
approximation of involved to minimize poten-
tial tracking errors.
B. Joint Limits Avoidance
The most classical way to solve the joint limits avoidance
problem is to define the secondary task as the gradient of a cost
function . This cost function must reach
its maximal value near the joint limits and its gradient must be
equal to zero when the cost function reaches its minimal value
[5]. Several cost functions which reflect this desired behavior
have been presented in [2], [5] and [6]. We briefly recall the most
efficient of the cost functions proposed in [6].
Let us denote and the lower and upper limits that
are not to be crossed. Activation thresholds on axis are defined
by and such that
(3)
where and (typically, ).
Fig. 1. Evolution of the cost function wrt. joint position.
Fig. 2. Influence of the gain  on the efficiency of the gradient projection
approach: if  is too small e is inefficient.
The cost function is thus given by (see Fig. 1)
(4)
where
if
if
else .
(5)
Components of and take the form
if
if
else.
(6)
This cost function is similar to the Tsai’s manipulability mea-
sure used in [3]. It is, however, simpler since it directly sets the
activation thresholds with . Let us finally note that, in all cases,
and are continuous, which will ensure a continuous
control law.
The parameter that sets the amplitude of the control law
due to the secondary task is very important [see (1)]. Indeed, as
pointed out in [2], if is too small, may be insufficient to
avoid a joint limit (see Fig. 2). Furthermore, if is too large, it
will result in some overshoot in the effector velocity. Therefore,
is usually set based on trial and errors. We now propose a
simple new solution to this important problem.
C. Tuning the Influence of the Secondary Task
The simplest solution to this problem is to select the most crit-
ical axis and to compute automatically the minimum value of to
stop anymotionon this axis (seeFig. 3). Moreprecisely wedefine
a critical axis as an axis whose joint position is between its joint
limits and its activation threshold and that moves toward its joint
limits because of the effect of . We first determine the effect of
the primary task . This can be done by performing a prediction
step. Assuming that the robot is located in , if we do not con-
sider a secondary task, predicted position is given by
(7)
(8)
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Fig. 3. Tuning the influence of the secondary task: select the most critical axis
q and compute  such as _q = 0.
For all axes in the critical area that moves toward the joint limit
(i.e., is nearer from its joint limits than ), we select
the axis for which is the closest from its joint limits.
Then we compute in order to stop any motion on this axis (i.e.,
). Using (2), the constraint is
equivalent to and using (1) leads to compute as
(9)
The considered joint is stopped but it does not move away its
joint limit. However, this method does not ensure that another
axis does not move toward its joint limits (see Fig. 3). We, there-
fore, propose in the Section III a new redundancy-based ap-
proach to cope with these problems.
III. A NEW APPROACH: ITERATIVE COMPUTATION OF
ADEQUATE MOTIONS
A. Requirements and Overview
As seen in Section II, a good solution to achieve the avoidance
task is to cut any motion on axes that are in critical situation
(i.e., between and and getting closer ). Considering that
is one of these axes, we have to compute a velocity .
In the previous paragraph, we considered such a condition but
the result was to compute the minimum value of (for all the
axes) that ensures this task. If possible, it is more interesting
to compute such a gain on each axis. As described below, the
proposed approach to achieve this goal relies on the resolution
of a linear system. Another drawback of the previous approach
is that, because of the new computed control law, other axes
may enter in the critical area. In the new framework, this can be
handled by applying the same algorithm iteratively. Finally, it is
always possible to consider a secondary task that moves the axes
away from the critical area, as will be shown in Section III-E.
B. Basic Algorithm
A general task function that uses redundancy can be defined
by1
(10)
where
• .
1IfM is a matrix, we noteM its ith column andM its ith row.
Fig. 4. New algorithm: stopping several axes in critical area remains to
estimate a gain vector a.
• defines motions that try to ensure that the
robot will never encounter its joints limits. Within this
term:
— is a basis of of dimension . In this
way, the computed motions will have no effect on the
main task.
— is a vector of gains that will be automatically com-
puted.
Consider that several axes are in critical situation, we deter-
mine vector in order to stop the motion on these axes (see
Fig. 4). From (10), for each axis in critical situation we ob-
tain:
(11)
If axes are in critical situation, we can define from (11) a
linear system where is of dimension while
and are of dimension . More precisely, we have
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
where represents each axis in critical situation. We have three
possible cases:
• when , we have more axes in critical situation than
redundant axes. Of course in that case, the total efficiency
of the method cannot be ensured;
• when , there is only one solution but the problem
can be solved;
• when , the system features multiple solutions.
In any case, a solution is given by . The resulting
control law is given by
(12)
C. Iterative Solution
Let us consider more deeply the last configuration .
Using any motion on the axes in critical situation are
stopped. However, with the resulting control law (12), other axes
may enter in the critical area (see Fig. 5). This undesired situ-
ation can be handled. Indeed when , the linear system
features multiple solutions and any generalized inverse of
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Fig. 5. Iterative algorithm: with the new motion generated by both e and
a E , new axes may enter the critical area. The iterative version of our
algorithm allows to handle this problem.
may be used (and not only the unique pseudo-inverse of ).
can in fact be chosen as
(13)
where is a basis of and
. The new motions involved by are built
in the kernel of the constraint (i.e., projected onto the null space
of ). The resulting control law has therefore still no effect on
the main task and ensures that the axes initially in critical
situation are stopped. Replacing by its value defined in (13),
we get
(14)
To determine the vector , like in the previous case, we build
a linear system considering that for all the axes
that will enter in critical situation area according to the predic-
tion (computed using (8) where is given by (12)). After some
rewriting, each line of the system is given by
(15)
As in the previous case, there are three possible cases regarding
the dimension of . Here again, from the obtained and the
corresponding control law , new axes may enter in the crit-
ical area. Therefore, the determination and resolution of linear
systems is repeated iteratively (and can be repeated as long as
).
D. Continuity Issue
Let us note that the control law presented in Section III-B is
not always continuous. Indeed, as soon as the number of equa-
tions of the linear systems involved in our method changes, a
discontinuity in the computed gains ( , , etc.) will occur. For
example, when all axes are far away from their joint limits, we
have of course . If an axis becomes critical, at least
one component of will be different from zero. The norm of
will mainly depend on the norm of , which induces a
discontinuity in and thus in . However, since and are
Fig. 6. Considering our algorithm and a secondary task a E stops the
motion toward the joint limits while J e generates a motion toward the
noncritical area.
Fig. 7. Camera mounted on the end-effector of an Afma cartesian robot.
primarily computed from the pseudo-inverse of the matrix in-
volved in the linear system, their value is by definition the one
whose norm is minimal. The obtained discontinuity is thus the
minimal possible one.
Furthermore, to decrease the effect of discontinuity, a basic
idea is to slightly modify the formulation of the linear systems
presented above. Indeed, to produce a smooth decay of the axis
velocity, we modify the linear systems (11) and (15) in order
to weight, with a coefficient , the participation of an axis to
the avoiding process function of its distance to the joint limit.
Between the joint limit and the threshold , the velocity of
the corresponding axis should decrease and must stop when it
reaches . The linear system (11) is then replaced by
(16)
where
if
if
if
(17)
where is still given by (8). Using this prediction in the
computation of (and not the current value ) is important
to be sure that an axis will not reach its joint limits whatever the
value of . In the same way, (15) is now defined by
(18)
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 8. Visual servoing experiments, servo on a point: (a) final image and target
trajectory, (b) error in the image P P versus the number of iterations.
where the prediction involved in the computation of
is now given using control law (12) with value obtained
by solving (16).
As will be shown on the experimental results presented in
Section IV, the discontinuity obtained in practice after using
these gains is really small. Furthermore, the dynamic of the
robot will efficiently smooth the remaining discontinuities.
E. Moving Away From the Joint Limits
The presented framework provides a complete solution to en-
sure that, if a solution exists, the joints in critical situation will
not encounter their limits. It could also be interesting to gen-
erate a motion that moves the joints away from their limits (see
Fig. 6).
(a)
(b)
Fig. 9. Gradient projection approach: behavior of axes 1 and 5.
This can be simply achieved by introducing a cost function
(such as the one proposed in (4)) in the task function .
(19)
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 10. Gradient projection approach: control law for  = 2,  = 200 and for the automatic tuning of .
Now, tuning gain is no more critical since it is not involved
to avoid joint limits. Finally, the initial linear system to be solved
is still the one given by (16). However, the linear system (18)
has to be changed. Indeed the control law obtained after the
computation of is now
(20)
and we obtain
(21)
IV. APPLICATION TO VISUAL SERVOING
We applied the proposed method to image-based visual ser-
voing. Let us denote the set of selected visual features used
in the visual servoing task. To ensure the convergence of to
its desired value , we need to know the interaction matrix (or
image Jacobian) defined by the classical equation [9]:
(22)
where is the time variation of due to the camera motion
.
Control laws in visual servoing are generally expressed in the
operational space (i.e., in the camera frame), and then computed
in the articular space using the robot inverse Jacobian. However,
in order to combine a visual servoing with the avoidance of joint
limits, we have to directly express the control law in the articular
space. Indeed, manipulator joint limits are defined in this space.
This leads to the definition of a new interaction matrix such
that
(23)
Since we have , where is the robot Jacobian,
we simply obtain:
(24)
If visual features are selected, the dimension of is . If
the visual features are independent, the rank of is equal
to , otherwise . The vision-based task is then defined
by
(25)
where , called combination matrix, has to be chosen
such that is full rank. It can be defined as
, where is a full rank matrix such
that (see [5], [9] for more details). If
is full rank , we can set , then
and is a full rank matrix. If rank of
is less than , we have which is
also a full rank matrix.
We can then use the framework presented in Sections I–III.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Controlling a 6 d.o.f Robot
All the joint limits avoidance approaches presented in this
section have been implemented on an experimental testbed com-
posed of a CCD camera mounted on the end effector of a six de-
grees of freedom robot (see Fig. 7). The implementation of the
control law as well as the image processing has been done on a
400 MHz PC running the Linux Operating System. All matrices
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, are easily computed from the singular value decompo-
sition of . Each iteration is achieved in 80 ms.
1) Positioning Task wrt. a Point: The specified visual task
consists in a gazing task. If describes the position in
the image of the projection of the center of gravity of an object,
the goal is to observe this object at the center of the image:
. The interaction matrix related to this task is given
by the classical equation:
(26)
where is the depth of the point.
Fig. 8 shows the results of a successful experiments. Fig. 8(a)
shows the final image acquired by the camera. The superim-
posed line depicts the obtained 2D target trajectory. Fig. 8(b)
shows the exponential decay of the error . Though
minor variations may arise, this 2D behavior is similar for all
the successful experiments reported in this section.
In the presented experiments, the initial robot position is lo-
cated in the vicinity of two joint limits while is lo-
cated near the threshold . If no particular strategy is con-
sidered to avoid joint limits, the visual task fails. On all the plots
dealing with the joint positions, positions are normalized be-
tween where and 1 represent the joint limits
and . On these plots, the thresholds are located in
[corresponding to in (3)].
2) Gradient Projection Approach: We performed a set of
experiments using the cost function defined in Section II-A with
various values of the coefficient. Fig. 9 depicts the joint posi-
tion of two axes of the robot (Fig. 9(a) for axis 1 and Fig. 9(b)
for axis 5) during the experiments for these different values. If
is too small, the motion generated by the main task in the
direction of the joint limits is not compensated enough by the
secondary task. The robot encounters the limit of axis 1 at it-
eration 54 for (i.e., no secondary task) and the limit of
axis 5 after iteration 180 for . In each case, the specified
task is not achieved. The task is achieved with . However,
if is too high, it may result in too large velocities as shown
in Fig. 10 (with , oscillations are observed on axis ,
see Fig. 9(a), and translation velocities of nearly 1 m/s are pro-
duced!). As pointed out in [2], tuning is therefore performed
based on trial and error. This solution is not acceptable.
The last plot (GPA auto) on Fig. 9 depicts the results obtained
using the approach proposed in Section II-C where is auto-
matically computed. In a first time, motion on axis is stopped
since it is the closest from its joint limit. Then, after iteration 80,
axis 5 becomes closer from its joint limits than axis 1, it is then
stopped. We can see in Fig. 10(c) that the resulting control law
is unstable at the beginning of the process since high values
are computed to avoid the joint limits. Furthermore, using this
approach, only a single axis can be stopped and configurations
can be exhibited where the system is completely unstable.
3) Results With the New Iterative Approach: The following
results deal with experiments considering our new redundancy-
based approach. As for the results dealing with the classical
GPA, Fig. 11 shows the behavior of the axes and . Var-
ious experiments have been carried out:
(a)
(b)
Fig. 11. New approach: behavior of axes 1 and 5.
• a basic version of our algorithm as described in Sec-
tion III-B. Any axis that is or enters in the critical area
is stopped. Since is already inside the critical area,
is computed to produce a motion . Then, as
soon as enters the critical area (iteration 30) a new
vector is computed in order to simultaneously stop the
motion on the axes and . It remains that threshold
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 12. Control law computed with the new approach: (a) basic algorithm. (b) iterative algorithm e . (c) smoothing discontinuities (introducing gain  ). (d)
iterative algorithm with a cost function e .
is crossed. The resulting control law is presented in
Fig. 12(a).
• the iterative version of our algorithm has been built to en-
sure that an axis that is not already in the critical area will
not cross the threshold . In fact, when the prediction con-
sidering shows that an axis will enter in the crit-
ical area, another solution with is computed. As
can be seen, since is initially in the critical area, we
have , and the computed motion for allows the
robot not to enter the critical area (green plot on Fig. 11).
The “stairs” effects of the plot is due to the fact that the
motion due to the visual task (i.e., ) decreases over
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Fig. 13. Actual velocities measured using the robot odometry. The control law
is computed in order to smooth discontinuities. If discontinuities remain due
to the introduction (or suppression) of equations in the linear system, they are
smoothed by the dynamic of the robot (to be compared to Fig. 12(c)).
time. Therefore, the predicted position may be
no longer in the critical area leading to a small motion on
the corresponding axis. Therefore, the joint position tends
to but never reach this value. The computed control law
on Fig. 12(b) reflects this behavior.
• To smooth the discontinuity of the control law, we intro-
duced in Section III-D the gain that is a function of the
distance to joint limits. Introducing this gain has many ad-
vantages. First it allows to consider a wider area. Indeed
motion is no longer stopped when the critical axis reaches
but the computed velocity is smoothly decreased such
that the motion is stopped only when the axis reaches the
real joint limits that is . Let us note that on the experi-
ments reported here, considering this wider area allows a
faster convergence of the task. Furthermore the joint limits
are never reached. The second advantage of considering
the gain is that it allows to smooth the discontinuities
since the motions are no longer stopped abruptly. Let us
however note that discontinuities always exist in the con-
trol law presented in Fig. 12(c). More precisely disconti-
nuities remain when a new axis enters or leaves the critical
area. Indeed, as already stated, the number of equations
of the linear system to be solved is modified and the pro-
posed solution (i.e., the new computed control law) may
change. Since the solution with lowest norm is computed,
the observed discontinuity is minimum. Furthermore, this
discontinuity is smoothed by the dynamics of the robot
and fully absorbed by the noise of the system as can be
seen in Fig. 13.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 14. Visual servoing experiment, servo on a cylinder: initial and final
image.
• Finally, we considered the introduction of a secondary task
within our approach (see Section III-E). This last step
allows to take advantages of both GPA and the new ap-
proach. Indeed it ensures that the joint limits will never be
reached and the introduction of a cost function allows to
move away from the critical area if it is considered to be
interesting (see plot “iterative+e2”).
4) Positioning wrt. a Cylinder: In this paragraph, we con-
sider a positioning task wrt. a cylinder. This cylinder is expected
to be vertical and centered in the image (see Fig. 14). This task
constrains four degrees of freedom of the camera. The cylinder
parameterization and the related interaction matrix can be found
in [10]. If nothing is done, joint limits are encountered after a
few iterations.
The iterative solution is considered on Fig. 15(a). As can be
seen, axis 1 is initially in the critical area while axis 3 moves
toward it (see after iteration 100). As expected the motion is
reported on axes 2 and 6 to ensure the realization of the task.
The gains are then introduced in the experiments depicted on
Fig. 15(b) to smooth the discontinuities. Though the amplitude
of the discontinuities is far less important, it is of course still
present. As explained in Section III-E , it would be possible
to move axis 1 away from its joint limit by adding a classical
secondary task
B. Vision-Based Humanoid Torso Control
We also applied the new proposed approach to the vi-
sion-based control of a humanoid torso. A new application
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 15. Visual servoing on a cylinder: distance to the joint limits (left) and camera velocities (right). (a) Iterative algorithm. (b) Smoothing the discontinuities
(introducing  ).
for visual servoing is computer animation [11] and within this
wide domain the control of digital actors (also called virtual
humanoids or avatars). Our goal in this paper is not to focus
on the computer animation application. Here we just consider
the humanoid as a specific robot. The eyes can be considered
as a camera mounted on the end-effector of a highly redundant
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Fig. 16. Humanoid model and degrees of freedom.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 17. Humanoid control: positioning wrt. a sphere.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 18. Humanoid control: tracking a point.
robot. For the digital actor we consider the animation of the
torso of an humanoid with 9 d.o.f. (see Fig. 16): pelvis (3 d.o.f),
spine (1 d.o.f), neck (3 d.o.f), eyes (2 d.o.f). The modeling of
this humanoid robot has been done using the Denavit–Herten-
berg parameterization.
1) Positioning wrt. a Sphere: The first experiment (see
Fig. 17) deals with a positioning task wrt. a sphere that has to
be seen centered in the image and at a distance in the camera
frame. In that case the desired position in the image is given
by where is the desired surface in the
image. Three constraints are induced by this task which means
that six d.o.f are then free to deal with the joint limits. The
interaction matrix related to the visual task is given by [9]:
(27)
2) Tracking a Point: The second experiment deals with a
tracking task. It allows to demonstrate the capabilities of the
joint limits avoidance algorithm. A point-object is crossing the
scene. On Fig. 18, we can see that, at the beginning, mainly
the eyes are moving. When they move near their joint limits
the motion is automatically transferred to the neck, then to the
pelvis.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have proposed an original method to avoid the joint limits
of a manipulator. It consists in generating automatically camera
motions compatible with the main task by iteratively solving
a system of linear equations. This new approach is far more
efficient than the classical gradient projection method. It avoids
unnecessary motions, and unlike gradient projection methods,
it guarantees the joint limits avoidance. We have demonstrated
on real experiments within a visual servoing context the validity
of our approach. Let us finally note that this new approach may
be used for other problems where gradient projection approach
are classically used, such as obstacle avoidance [5], [12].
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